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Abstract: With more than 25 million tests sold by early 2019, direct-to-consumer genetic ancestry
tests expose the public to critical issues of genetics, ancestry, and identity. This study examines how
individuals understand the results of a genetic ancestry test. Twenty undergraduate students viewed
and interpreted an unfamiliar individual’s ancestry results. In in-depth interviews, students indicated
that the results were easy to read and understand, but that they had difficulty articulating the meaning
of the ancestry groups presented in the results. Participants could not accurately paraphrase the
test’s scientific explanation. Those who engaged with the scientific explanation developed doubts
about the test’s credibility. There was little consensus about the legitimacy of identity claims from
low-proportion ancestry groups. Some students reserved judgment while others identified specific
thresholds for what ancestry proportions legitimize identity claims. Results contribute to the literature
on the public’s understanding of ancestry, genetics, and data interpretation.
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1. Introduction

In October 2018, four months before declaring her candidacy for President of the United States,
Senator Elizabeth Warren released her genetic ancestry test results, which showed that she had a
Native American ancestor between six and ten generations ago, making her between 0.02% and 0.001%
Native American (Linskey 2018). While Warren claimed that the test supported her self-identification
as part-Native American, her attempt to prove her family lore backfired. Warren was ridiculed
for having miniscule Native American ancestry, and thus for failing to justify employment records
that identified her as Native American (Post Editorial Board 2018). Leaders of the Cherokee Nation
publicly denounced Warren’s claim, asserting that tribes determine tribal citizenship based on culture
and history, not on genetic tests. Warren eventually apologized for publicizing her ancestry results
(Wade 2019). In a May 2019 poll, 19% of Democratic voters and 34% of independent voters said that
Warren’s handling of her ancestry results diminished her favorability as a politician (Zhou 2019).

Understanding public response to the genetic ancestry results of newsmakers such as Warren can
benefit from a better conceptualization of how individuals process and understand ancestry test results
and the knowledge structures that inform these interpretations. As of early 2019, more than 25 million
direct-to-consumer genetic ancestry tests had been sold, with sales doubling in both 2017 and 2018,
and the companies Ancestry and 23andMe dominating the market (Regalado 2019). Other companies
in this space include, FamilyTree DNA, MyHeritage, AfricanAncestry.com, Living DNA, WeGene, and
23 Mofang (Weise 2018). Given the tests’ widespread use, future public controversies related to genetic
ancestry results seem inevitable. Thus far, genetic ancestry research has documented how these tests are
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marketed (Roth and Ivemark 2018), test takers’ motivations and demographic characteristics (Horowitz
et al. 2019; Wagner and Weiss 2012), and how individuals integrate ancestry results and their identities
(Shim et al. 2018). The process that individuals use to interpret ancestry results, particularly those
that do not belong to them, has not been examined in detail. This study focuses on autosomal DNA
tests, that is, tests that examine DNA markers contained in autosomal chromosomes, as opposed to
tests that examine DNA contained in the Y-chromosome (y-DNA tests) or mitochondria (mDNA tests).
Using the framework of bottom-up/top-down processing (Dunlop and Fetzer 1993), and a sample of
U.S. university students, this study begins to explain how individuals interpret ancestry test results
and how they determine whether an ancestry legitimizes one’s identity. More broadly, the study
contributes to the literature on the public’s understanding of ancestry and genetics.

2. Literature Review

2.1. Interpreting Direct-to-Consumer Genetic Tests

Members of the public did not interpret genetic test results without professional guidance
before 2007, when direct-to-consumer genetic tests debuted (Felzmann 2015; Ostergren et al. 2015).
Prior to this, physicians, genetic counselors, or genetic lab specialists explained test results to their
patients and clients in medical, criminal justice, and legal settings (Juengst 2004a, 2004b; Quaid 2004).
Today, consumers can bypass professional interpreters when ordering tests on a range of genetic
factors including ancestry, predisposition to disease, and athletic dispositions (Felzmann 2015).
The absence of professionals interpreting direct-to-consumer genetic tests has been a concern in
medical contexts, where result misinterpretation can lead to misguided decision-making (Gabel 2012).
Some, however, have argued that these fears are overstated (Felzmann 2015; Schleckser 2013).
Although direct-to-consumer genetic tests may be viewed as low-consequence recreational activities
(Felzmann 2015), knowing how they are interpreted can inform an understanding of genetic test
literacy and its cultural consequences.

2.2. How Genetic Tests and Results Work

Errors in ancestry result interpretation can stem from a discrepancy between the lay understanding
of the test and the scientific analysis that generates genetic ancestry results. The direct-to-consumer test
and its online results appear intuitive. A test-taker registers online, submits a saliva sample, and logs
back in after a few weeks to read their results (Rutherford 2018). The results show a list of ancestry
groups, percentages indicating what proportions of the test-taker’s DNA match each group, and a
color-coded map illustrating countries and regions associated with the ancestry groups.

This simple process of taking the test and reading its results masks the complex analysis that
genetic testing companies perform (Rutherford 2018). Ancestry testing companies maintain lists of
ancestry information markers (AIMs) that vary between populations and individuals and are based on
previous test-takers’ AIMs. 23andMe, for instance, has a database of 45 distinct reference populations,
which represent regions, countries, and ethnic groups. A new test-taker may be added to this reference
database if they report that all four of their grandparents were born into one reference population, and
if their close relatives are not already in the database (23andMe 2019). When a new consumer submits
their DNA test, the testing company matches the test taker’s AIMs with the AIMs of its reference
populations (Roth and Ivemark 2018). It then generates the test taker’s results consisting of ancestry
groups and their proportions, based on how many AIMs of the test taker’s DNA match the company’s
reference populations (Roth and Ivemark 2018). Testing companies use a default 50% confidence
interval when identifying matches with their reference populations. A test-taker’s AIMs that do not
match a company’s reference populations are reported as an “unassigned” category (23andMe 2019).

Genetic ancestry testing companies have been criticized for misleading customers,
lacking transparency, and omitting information about their tests’ limitations (Bolnick et al. 2007;
Jobling et al. 2016; Lewis et al. 2011; Nordgren and Juengst 2009; Royal et al. 2010; Rutherford 2018).
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Scholars argue that test-takers are led to believe that the tests can provide information about social
groups, but in reality the tests reveal very little about race, ethnicity, and tribal status (Bolnick et al. 2007;
Royal et al. 2010; Rutherford 2018). The tests also tend to ignore ethnic heterogeneity by grouping
neighboring ethnicities in a singular reference category (Royal et al. 2010). Moreover, testing companies’
reference populations represent modern-day populations, meaning that they show with whom a
test-taker has common ancestry today but not necessarily in the past (Rutherford 2018). Because of
migration, time period is important to consider when interpreting ancestry test results. A test-taker may
share an ancestry with someone in the current reference population for France, but that same match’s
great-grandparents may have been born elsewhere, and migrated to France from there. The number
of ancestors and the spread of where they were born increases with each generation, potentially
providing false leads in the test results (Bolnick et al. 2007). Results are further limited by the size and
representativeness of the test companies’ reference databases (Felzmann 2015; Horowitz et al. 2019;
Royal et al. 2010; Rutherford 2018). Even more problematic, more educated individuals and black
and white Americans can be overrepresented in reference populations because they are more likely to
take ancestry tests than other subpopulations (Horowitz et al. 2019). Native Americans, conversely,
are underrepresented because they tend to distrust population and genetic research (Rutherford 2018;
Shah et al. 2010). Understanding how individuals interpret genetic ancestry results can further identify
the gulf between what the results actually show and how they are understood.

2.3. Genetic Ancestry Research

Research has documented how genetic ancestry tests are marketed, the characteristics and motivations
of typical test-takers, and how test-takers react to their own results. Most consumers learn about
direct-to-consumer genetic testing from television, radio, and the Internet (Agurs-Collins et al. 2015).
Aggressive marketing has contributed to the tests’ popularity, with ad campaigns promoting greater identity
awareness (Roth and Ivemark 2018), self-knowledge (Nordgren and Juengst 2009), biological kinship
(Scodari 2017), and increased lifespans (Borry et al. 2013). Curiosity and a desire to be educated and
entertained motivate consumers to purchase the tests (Wagner and Weiss 2012). Research suggests that
“later-generation residents of long-standing immigrant receiving countries” are most likely to be test-takers
since they have greater uncertainty about their ancestry than more recent immigrants (in Horowitz et al.
2019, p. 166). In the United States specifically, individuals who are older and more educated, and who
identify as third- or later-generation Americans, are more likely than other population segments to be
interested in genetic ancestry testing.

Studies also have examined what test-takers do with their own newfound ancestry knowledge.
Ancestry results tend to elicit positive emotions, pride, and narratives of community attachment among
racial and ethnic minorities (Nelson 2008; Shim et al. 2018). Some test-takers use the results as proof of
their identities (Nelson and Hwang 2013; Shim et al. 2018). Others re-create their identities in light
of the results by, for instance, reconsidering what race they select on the census (Foeman et al. 2015;
Lee 2013). Still others do not equate ancestry results with their identities and instead weave the
test-derived information into previous personal and family narratives (Foeman et al. 2015; Nelson 2008;
Scully et al. 2016; Shim et al. 2018).

In all, despite knowing about who purchases genetic ancestry tests and why, and how they react
to their own results, studies have not focused on how individuals process test results, particularly ones
from which they are detached, and what shapes their interpretations. We turn next to considering
some of these factors.

2.4. Bottom-Up and Top-Down Processing of Genetic Ancestry Results

The bottom-up/top-down conceptualization of information processing (Dunlop and Fetzer 1993;
Norman and Rumelhart 1975) can be used as a framework for understanding how individuals
interpret genetic ancestry results. Bottom-up processing is guided by input received from a stimulus
(e.g., data table, map, etc.). Top-down processing is guided by information stored in memory,
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such as domain-specific knowledge. Bottom-up and top-down processes occur simultaneously
and in concert with one another (Lewandowsky and Behrens 1999; Shah and Freedman 2011;
Shah et al. 2005), and have been used to understand readers’ attention to news and advertising
stimuli (Bucher and Schumacher 2006; Kruikemeier et al. 2018; Pieters and Wedel 2007).

Bottom-up, stimulus-based processing of ancestry results may include being able to identify the
specified ancestry groups, understand group proportions, and match the groups to regions on the
accompanying map. The complexity of data presented in a stimulus, such as the number of data
points presented, influence the ease and accuracy of interpretation (Meyer et al. 1997; Shah et al. 2005).
Results containing more ancestry groups, for instance, may lead to less accurate interpretations than
results with fewer groups. Conversely, the color coding of data may increase individuals’ perception
that the data is easy to interpret (Casali and Gaylin 1988).

Actual and perceived knowledge of science, data, and maps likely influence ancestry result
interpretations. Many individuals in the United States may lack the scientific knowledge necessary
to interpret ancestry results accurately because, on average, the U.S. public scores poorly on
foundational scientific concepts (Downs et al. 2008; Lorenzoni and Pidgeon 2006; Miller 2004;
National Science Board NSB). Greater numeracy and, more specifically, understanding of probabilities
are related to better comprehension of genetic results (Ostergren et al. 2015; Rutherford 2018), but American
adults tend to lag behind in both domains (National Science Board NSB; Stephens et al. 2015). Because a
map accompanies ancestry results, the ability to identify locations on a map also may influence
interpretations. U.S. college students, however, tend to perform poorly on tests of place location
knowledge (Cross 1987; Council on Foreign Relations and National Geographic 2016). In addition to
objective knowledge, individuals’ perceptions of their math abilities (i.e., math self-efficacy) are associated
with better understanding of statistical information (Silk and Parrott 2014). Individuals with self-efficacy
for reading maps likewise may view the map as a helpful tool for understanding ancestry results.

Genetic literacy and previous experiences with genetic tests also can influence result interpretations.
Americans tend to be familiar with some genetic terms like “gene” and “heredity,” but struggle to
explain how genes are transferred, where they are located, and how they work (Christensen et al. 2010;
Pearson and Liu-Thompkins 2012). Genetic literacy may be related inversely to age, but related
positively to socioeconomics (Molster et al. 2009), and shaped by personal and social experience
with genetics (Christensen et al. 2010; Molster et al. 2009). Those who have first- or second-hand
experience with genetic tests tend to have a more sophisticated understanding of these tests than those
with no test experience (Foeman et al. 2015; Nelson and Hwang 2013; Panofsky and Donovan 2019;
Scully et al. 2016; Shim et al. 2018).

Understanding how genetic ancestry relates to identity, and what legitimizes membership of
an ancestry group, also can shape the interpretation of results. The public reaction to Elizabeth
Warren’s genetic results highlighted a cultural disagreement over legitimate ancestry-based identity.
A genetic ancestry test is a recreational activity for many (Felzmann 2015), so the legitimacy of an
ancestry-based identity may also be of little consequence. For others, the genetic test represents
higher stakes (Scully et al. 2016), and can even be considered a political act (Brodwin 2002). It is
not uncommon that individuals’ claims to racial and ethnic group membership are rhetorically and
socially scrutinized and challenged (Brubaker 2016). Prior research has examined the extent to which
test-takers view their own results as valid (Foeman et al. 2015; Nelson 2008; Nelson and Hwang 2013;
Scully et al. 2016; Shim et al. 2018), but studies have not addressed perceptions of the legitimacy of
others’ ancestry-based identities.

2.5. Research Questions

The market popularity of genetic ancestry tests and their potential to shape politics and culture,
combined with consumers’ autonomy to interpret these results despite their general deficits in science
literacy, numeracy, map literacy, and genetic literacy, suggest a need to better understand how
individuals interpret these results. Accordingly, this study addresses the following research questions:
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RQ 1: How do individuals interpret genetic ancestry results?
RQ 2: How does understanding a genetic test’s scientific explanation shape result interpretations?
RQ 3: How do individuals determine whether genetic ancestry results support identity claims?

3. Materials and Methods

3.1. Participants

Twenty students at the University of Kansas participated in face-to-face, semi-structured
in-depth interviews about their interpretations of genetic ancestry test results. After IRB approval,
students volunteered to participate having learned about the study in their journalism courses.
The exploratory nature of this study justified convenience sampling of college students. Previous studies
of genetic ancestry tests relied on convenience student samples (Foeman et al. 2015; Vayena et al. 2014).
A college-educated sample also reflects a population more likely to purchase a genetic ancestry test
(Agurs-Collins et al. 2015; Horowitz et al. 2019; Ostergren et al. 2015).

Each participant received a $10 Amazon gift card in compensation. The research team stopped
adding participants to the sample when saturation was reached (O’reilly and Parker 2013), that is,
when team members agreed that new interviews were no longer yielding unique information. See Table 1
for a list of participant pseudonyms and genders.

Table 1. Participant pseudonyms, genders, and questionnaire results.

Name Gender Map Literacy Score
(Out of 12)

Experience with
Genetic Ancestry Test

Jessica F 11 Maybe
Nicole F 9 No

Matthew M 10 Yes
Rachel F 10 Yes
Allison F 12 Yes
Olivia F 10 Yes
Emily F 6 No
Ashley F 7 No

Elizabeth F 8 Yes
Jacob M 7 Yes
Mary F 10 Yes
Brian M 7 Maybe
Laura F 10 Yes

Christina F 10 Yes
Jack M 12 Yes
Amy F 10 No

Katherine F 8 No
Stephanie F 5 Yes

Andrea F 12 Yes
Andrew M 12 No

Total/average F = 15
M = 5 9.3

Yes = 12
No = 6

Maybe = 2

3.2. Stimulus Materials

Participants’ interpretations of genetic ancestry test results were elicited by showing them a
printout of results belonging to an individual named Sam Wilder, and asking questions about these
results. Results were designed to resemble a 23andMe results layout, with ancestry groups and
percentages listed on the left side of the page, and a color-coded map located on the right (see Figure 1).
This study aimed to simulate and understand interpretations of third-party results, so in contrast to
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prior research (e.g., Shim et al. 2018), participants were not asked to interpret their own results. At the
end of each interview, participants were informed that the test-taker and the results were fictitious.
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Figure 1. Example of the ancestry results printout that participants viewed and discussed in the interviews.

To gauge whether the complexity of the results shaped interpretations, three versions of the
stimulus were rotated among the participants. Shah et al. (1999) similarly used participants’ open-ended
responses to several stimuli to test the effect of data complexity on interpretation. The stimuli contained
either four national ancestry groups, nine national ancestry groups, or six regional ancestry groups.
Each list also included an “unassigned” category. Figure 1 presents the four-group stimulus. Information
about who viewed which stimulus was included in the analysis.

The questions that participants answered about the stimulus are listed in Appendix A. Interviewers
omitted some questions based on participants’ prior responses, and asked follow-up questions as
necessary to clarify responses, provide examples, and add depth (Rubin and Rubin 2012). Toward the
end of each interview, participants read a 140-word scientific explanation of the results, which, at the
time of the study, 23andMe linked to from the results page. The explanation was written at a ninth-grade
reading level and characterized as “fairly difficult to read,” according to a readabilityformulas.com
analysis, which integrates eight readability formulas.

3.3. Questionnaire

To gauge whether domain knowledge shaped interpretations, map literacy was measured by
asking participants to identify six countries on a world map and six states on a U.S. map (Winship 2004).
These questionnaire results were integrated in the analysis by categorizing respondents as below-,
above-, or average on the map literacy measures. Participants were also asked about their prior test
experience, and by examining questionnaire responses within categories for patterns of similarities
and differences. See Table 1 for participants’ questionnaire results.

3.4. Analysis

Interviews were audio-recorded and transcribed. The research team used a thematic analysis
approach, which consisted of identifying “what is common to the way a topic is talked or written
about and of making sense of those commonalities” (in Braun and Clarke 2012, p. 57). A six-phase
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analysis approach by Braun and Clarke (2012) was followed. In the first phase, each research team
member became familiar with the transcribed data, and identified content that may be relevant to
the study. Next, each member generated initial codes, aiming to identify latent meanings in the data.
The research team then reviewed the coded data together, and began to identify themes. A theme
“captures something important about the data in relation to the research question, and represents some
level of patterned response or meaning” (in Braun and Clarke 2006, p. 82). Seven initial themes were
identified. In the next phase, the team reviewed the themes ensuring that each theme had a single
focus in relation to a research question. This led to re-organizing the seven initial themes into those
presented next.

4. Results

4.1. Superficial Interpretations

4.1.1. Formatting Simplicity

Nearly all participants said that the genetic ancestry results were easy to interpret. Using bottom-up
processing from the results page, many participants used words like “simple,” “pretty easy,”
and “straightforward,” to characterize the ancestry groups, group percentages, and associated
geographical regions. Although the complexity of the stimulus varied, those who viewed results
consisting of more ancestry groups did not express more interpretation difficulties than those who
viewed fewer groups.

Most participants said that the map aided their interpretations. Several said that the color
coding linking the ancestry groups to corresponding map regions made the results easy to interpret.
One participant emphasized the utility of both the map and the color coding:

I think [interpreting the results] was pretty simple, especially with the map right there.
Like, even if you didn’t know where these countries were originally on the map, it is right
there, and so you can just look at the map and it will tell you. And plus, it’s color coded,
so that really helps a lot, too. (Stephanie)

Simultaneous to praising the color-coded map as a useful interpretation tool, several participants
admitted limited geographic knowledge. One participant, for instance, expressed low self-efficacy in
geography as she debated the definition of Eastern Europe: “I’m seeing the majority of [this person’s
ancestry] is coming from Eastern Europe, which—I should have studied my geography before this—is
most likely Spain? . . . No, that’s on the other side, isn’t it?” (Jessica). Another participant correctly
pointed to Iceland but doubted himself: “I can’t tell if that’s Iceland or not. I don’t know my geography
very well” (Matthew). In fact, half of the participants who voiced reservations about their map literacy
scored above-average on the map identification task. In general, the color-coded map appeared to
assuage participants’ doubts in their map-reading skills and increased their confidence in interpreting
the results.

4.1.2. Content Simplicity

The stimulus design choice to show an all-European ancestry combination contributed to the
participants perceiving the results as easy to interpret. Participants constructed stereotypical mental
images of the test taker’s physical features based on the ancestry results. One participant said that
using the ancestry group percentages, “you can kind of assume what he may or may not look like,
bone structure, et cetera” (Elizabeth). Participants said that had the results depicted a mixed-race
individual, one whose mental image was more challenging to construct, the results would have been
harder to interpret. One participant, for instance, said:

I think that these results are pretty plain . . . If it had been, like, Western European and, like,
Northern African, I’d have been, like, “Oh, that’s interesting.” But this is all, like, the same
general region. (Laura)
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Some participants said that the results were easy to interpret because they looked like their own
or a relative’s results. Twelve of the 20 participants either had taken the test themselves or had a close
family member take it. One participant, for instance, said that the European ancestry results were
“common,” and looked “kind of how” her ancestry results looked.

In all, participants thought the results were intuitive and easy to interpret. They attributed the
simplicity of the results to the results’ clear and helpful formatting, and to an illustration that helped
them overcome perceived deficiency in map knowledge. In the absence of information about the
test-taker, participants leaned on stereotypes to generate mental images and interpretations.

4.1.3. Unclear Meaning

Participants’ responses became less certain when explaining the meaning of the ancestry groups.
To formulate their answers, participants shifted from stimulus-based, bottom-up interpretations to
drawing on their genetic knowledge, map knowledge, and test experiences. Several participants said
simply that they didn’t know or weren’t sure what the ancestry groups meant. Some participants
connected their understanding of “percent” with what the ancestry test measured. Asked what “20.6%
Norwegian” meant, for instance, one participant said:

That’s the part I’m confused about. I don’t know what that means. . . . I don’t know, it’s hard
to trace that. Like, are 20.6% of his ancestors were Norwegian? Or is he alone 20.6%? (Ashley)

Another participant, asked what it meant to be “66.7% English and Welsh,” followed similar reasoning:

If it’s, like, the amount of family members he’s had? . . . I’d think that it’s just out of all of his
ancestors, 66.7, maybe, that percent of his past family, maybe, was born in that country. (Nicole)

While participants’ uncertainty was consistent, ancestry groups with larger percentages appeared
more challenging to interpret than small ones, perhaps because smaller proportions were easier to
dismiss as insignificant.

Participants conceptualized ancestry groups using two basic concepts: grandparents and migration.
The concept of grandparents came up in relation to smaller ancestry proportions, which generated
less interpretive work. Asked what it meant to be “2.1% Belgian,” for instance, one participant said
that one of the test-taker’s grandparents must have been “a little bit Belgian” (Katherine). Another
participant, asked to explain what it meant to be “4.2% Irish,” said, “ . . . you probably have a little bit
of that from one of your grandparents” (Olivia).

A separate group of participants used the concept of migration to explain ancestry group
combinations. All of these participants scored above average on the map identification task.
Greater geographical awareness, therefore, seemed to trigger a conceptualization of ancestry that
combined geography and history. Some participants suggested that the test-taker’s all-European
ancestry was due to an absence of migration among his ancestors. One participant, for instance, said,
“I’m not really surprised it’s all in the same continent cause . . . transportation hasn’t been great up
until pretty recently in the scale of like, you know, human history” (Matthew). Others, conversely,
attributed the test-taker’s ancestry mix to the presence of regional migration. A participant who was
looking at a combination of German and Norwegian ancestry groups, said:

Thinking about Germany and Norway being so close in this map, maybe those ancestors
traveled from one place to the other, maybe because at the time it was easier, maybe . . . when
all the situations in World War II were happening, that was when they traveled to Norway or
vice versa. (Katherine)

Only three participants suggested that the test-taker’s ancestry mix resulted from genetic
intermixing in the United States. One of these participants reasoned: “[This person is] mostly
European and they probably . . . just had ancestors that came to the U.S., probably during the Industrial
Revolution, like, when . . . the U.S. kind of became the U.S.” (Olivia).
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When pressed to explain the meaning of ancestry, several participants did not provide a coherent
answer, while others drew on a rudimentary conceptualization of ancestry as consisting of grandparents.
A more geographically sophisticated group explained ancestry combinations in terms of migration.
Nearly all participants answered these questions with considerable self-doubt.

4.2. Scientific Explanation Confuses and Frustrates

4.2.1. Comprehension Difficulties

Most participants had difficulty paraphrasing and interpreting the test’s scientific explanation.
Some were up-front about the explanation being too complicated to paraphrase: “Um, that . . . I
honestly don’t know. That they’re able to just match you with . . . this is so complicated . . . I don’t know”
(Mary). Other participants offered a paraphrase but their reasoning demonstrated misunderstandings:

If I was understanding it right, they were saying that 50% of your DNA matches other people
. . . I got, like, how they calculated it, because it says they determine it by, like . . . they track
it by basically spanning across the globe, and tracking your DNA, and going across the
globe. But I didn’t get, like, how they get your DNA, which is kind of what I was looking for,
and that’s what got kind of confusing for me. (Stephanie)

Almost universally, the scientific explanation proved too challenging for participants to
interpret accurately.

4.2.2. Doubting the Results

The scientific explanation for several participants introduced doubt about result reliability. All of
these participants had either first- or second-hand experience with an ancestry test. Two participants
wondered how the results’ accuracy is affected by one’s DNA being matched to DNAs that closely
rather than fully resemble it. Another two participants noted that the results were likely to change as
more individuals’ DNA was added to the reference database. A number of participants underscored
that the results were estimated at a 50% confidence level: “Something that was surprising to me
was where they said, ‘By default, your results are calculated at 50% confidence level.’ That seems,
you know, while substantial, it seems kind of small to determine somebody’s ancestry” (Elizabeth).
Another participant built on her diminished trust in the results, and suggested that the DNA testing
companies deceive their customers:

I feel like if you buy a toaster and 50% [of the time] it would work and 50% it won’t, it’s, like,
why would I buy that toaster? It’s not worth it if it’s only going to make toasts every other
day. That’s just not a reliable company to me. (Laura)

While it’s not known how often genetic test clients read the scientific explanation that accompanies
their results, these interviews suggest that many who read the scientific explanation had a hard time
understanding it. Some participants who understood elements of the explanation became skeptical of
the test results.

4.3. Legitimate Ancestry Identities

4.3.1. Personal Choice and Culture

To understand how individuals understand legitimate identity vis-a-vis ancestry results,
participants reflected on whether the test-taker could accurately identify with low-proportion ancestry
groups listed in the results. Participants oscillated between a hands-off stance, suggesting that cultural
practices legitimate identity, and determining various thresholds for accurately identifying with
low-ancestry groups.

Some participants said that they would not argue against individuals identifying with low-ancestry
groups:
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It is not my place to decide who someone believes they are, or what culture they want to
believe in, or celebrate, or put forth their love for. Because I feel like if you appreciate it,
then it’s fine to identify with it to a certain extent. (Christina)

Others argued that cultural experience legitimizes identification with an ancestry group: “If they
lived in Russia, I think they could be part of that culture and how they experience life. So I think . . .
it wouldn’t be fair for me to say that they aren’t Russian” (Allison). On the flip side, some participants
argued that the lack of experience with a culture delegitimizes one’s claim to an ancestry, even if their
genetics point to it:

I guess DNA can tell you maybe where your ancestry was located but if you’ve never learned
what that means, or what that history is, or the traditions that are in that culture, and you
don’t really practice that, then that’s not really who you are. (Andrea)

4.3.2. Thresholds

Several participants identified specific thresholds in ancestry group proportions that demarcate
legitimate identities. Although there was no clear consensus and some participants said that even a
4.2% proportion was legitimate, several pointed to a range between 10 and 20% as the lowest valid
ancestry-based identity. One participant identified both a 20% and a 10% threshold:

I feel like, if someone were to tell me that “I am French,” and I say, “What percentage of
French are you?” and they say a number under, like, 20%, I would say, “Oh. You are not really
French.” I feel like anything under 10% might be stretching it. You are not really that. (Andrea)

Another participant pointed to an approximate 10% threshold:

I feel like it is mainly based on what the person wants to interpret their result as. But if we are
going to go numerical, I’d say at least 10% of something in order to say, “Yes, I am definitely
this.” (Christina)

Another participant, asked to identify a threshold at which someone would be legitimately
a certain identity, pointed to the “Norwegian, 16.6%” group in her results: “Probably around the
Norwegian one, the 16.6, so around 15” (Mary).

There was no consensus on what constitutes legitimate ancestry-based identity, with some
participants declining to adjudicate the issue, others arguing that cultural experience is necessary to
legitimize identity, and others identifying a range of thresholds around 10 to 20%.

5. Discussion

For the first time since the introduction of genetic testing, direct-to-consumer genetic tests allow
members of the general public to interpret test results without professional guidance. Genetic ancestry
tests are increasingly omnipresent in U.S. culture. News outlets regularly publish reports about
individuals being shocked by their ancestry test results (e.g., Marcus 2019; Sheridan 2019). As of
summer 2019, 15% of U.S. adults had taken a genetic ancestry test, most with the goal of finding
where their ancestors came from (Graf 2019). Given their increasing ubiquity, genetic ancestry tests are
bound to spark future public controversies. This study set out to identify how individuals interpret
ancestry test results and what informs these interpretations, to better understand how the public might
make sense of newsworthy ancestry test results in the future. Despite the recent popularity of genetic
ancestry tests, findings suggest a general lack of understanding about how these results are derived
and how to interpret them.

The study’s overall conclusions about how individuals interpret ancestry test results consist of
two parts, which parallel the bottom-up and top-down interpretation processes. When interpreting the
meaning of ancestry groups and the associated percentages and regions, participants’ interpretations
were informed by the stimulus, indicating bottom-up processing. When probed further on what it
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means to belong to an ancestry group, participants drew on their existing knowledge of genetics,
family, and experience with ancestry tests, suggesting top-down processing. Participants felt confident
in their bottom-up reading of the results. Conversely, their reasoning revealed cognitive gaps and
misunderstanding when they articulated top-down interpretations. Combined, these conclusions
point to an illusion of knowing what genetics, ancestry tests, and their results mean (Lanie et al. 2004;
Park 2001; Pearson and Liu-Thompkins 2012).

The illusion of knowing refers to a disparity between what individuals think they know about a
subject and what they objectively know about it. Research has documented the illusion of knowing
in domains such as climate change (Yang et al. 2020) and politics (Park 2001). The fluency of the
information that presents a subject, that is, how easy it is to understand it, improves individuals’
confidence that they understand that subject (Glenberg et al. 1982). Information fluency can contribute
to the illusion of knowing if individuals’ perceived knowledge on the subject is higher than their
objective knowledge (Ryffel and Wirth 2020). In addition to supporting the fluency of the results,
the map also may have contributed to how credible they appeared. An image or photograph can
enhance the credibility assessments of a thematically related message, even when the image doesn’t
provide any evidence of the claim made in the message (Newman et al. 2020).

The fluency of the results our participants viewed—how easy to interpret the results appeared to
be—likely drove their illusion that they understood the ancestry test and what its results conveyed.
The combination of the result elements—ancestry groups, percentages, and color-coded map—appeared
to reinforce the results’ fluency, that is, their intuitive nature. This fluency also appeared to
override several participants’ reservations about their map-reading abilities. Participants who voiced
apprehension about reading a map in general found that this particular map’s color-coding helped
them read and interpret the results. The intuitive appearance of the map also limited the critical
thinking we may have expected some participants to apply to the stimulus. None of the participants,
including those who scored high on the map-reading test and those who reflected on migration in
their interpretations of the results, noted that the map they viewed showed present-day borders,
not historical ones. While pairing ancestry groups with a present-day map may make intuitive sense,
it does not reflect the complex histories of many ethnicities, nationalities, and regions.

The fluency our participants attributed to the results did not inform their actual understanding
of ancestry tests. The uncertainty about the scientific meaning of the results, which many of our
participants expressed, pointed to their low objective understanding of the results. Interviewers’
probing about the meaning of the ancestry groups, their percentages, and the results’ scientific
explanation, elicited some direct admissions of not understanding these elements. Participants’
allusions to grandparents and migration, and their reliance on their own experiences with ancestry test
results hinted at deficiencies in their genetic literacies. Grandparents represent the closest living link to
ancestors for many individuals, which may explain why some participants reached for this concept.
For others, the map prompted the idea of migration as a contributor to the intermingling of ancestry
groups. Both of these concepts, and the tendency to interpret the results based on direct or indirect
previous experience with genetic ancestry tests, served to patch over participants’ uncertainties about
the results’ objective meaning.

This paper opened with the story of Elizabeth Warren’s ancestry test results. What are the
implications of the study’s findings—that individuals believe they understand ancestry test results,
while displaying major deficiencies in interpreting their meaning—for understanding public reactions
to news-makers’ genetic ancestry tests results? The study illustrates what prior research has found:
that, while the public may be increasingly familiar with basic genetic terminology, its understanding
of the science of genetics remains low (Haga et al. 2013; Lanie et al. 2004). The fluent nature of
genetic ancestry results may intensify individuals’ perception that they understand genetics and what
ancestry results mean. The illusion of knowing a subject, however, can demotivate further learning
and encourage misguided attitudes (Park 2001). All this suggests that the next time someone’s ancestry
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results make the news, individuals will project onto these results the interpretations that best fit their
preconceptions, regardless of how much they understand the science of genetic ancestry tests.

Critics of genetic ancestry testing argue that testing companies fail to explain that results are
not the only source of information about family and ethnic identity (Nordgren and Juengst 2009).
This study’s participants, however, indicated that the test results help legitimize identity. While
participants agree that test result numbers do not fully determine one’s identity, they also agree that
the results help validate previously conceived identities. There was no consensus on exact percentage
thresholds for identity validation, with many participants expressing a “who am I to judge” attitude
and a wariness to provide an exact number. When probed further, some participants, like those in
previous research (Shim et al. 2018), suggested that smaller percentage thresholds, combined with
lived experience as members of a particular identity group, validate one’s identity. Other participants
were less accepting of smaller percentage numbers as proof of identity legitimization. Overall, this
study suggests that the public’s reaction to Elizabeth Warren’s highly publicized ancestry results may
have been more bifurcated than the broad condemnation of her claim to Native American ancestry
that dominated the media narrative following the release of her test results.

This study’s limitations suggest directions for future research. The study’s sample primarily
consisted of female college students, suggesting the need for other segments of the population
who may have divergent opinions about genetic ancestry tests to be represented in future studies.
Future qualitative work may probe the co-production of meaning in which test-takers and others who
interpret ancestry test results engage. From the perspective of quantitative research methods, this
study’s small sample size limited the utility of its map literacy evaluation. Although there were no
differences in participants’ responses based on map literacy scores, such differences may emerge in
quantitative research with larger sample sizes and other literacy evaluations. The use of a present-day
map that does not reflect the historical circumstances of the ancestors whom the test purports to
represent also may be more critically examined in future work. The exploratory nature of this study
also calls for future studies to systematically and independently measure the relationships between
variables like literacy levels and exposure to advertisements that may impact perceptions of knowledge
and overall result interpretations. Future research also may explore the fluency of results as a function
of layout designs of greater and lesser complexity, which may illustrate nuances in interpretations.

Overall, this study’s results bode well for the profits of genetic ancestry testing companies,
but not for the general population’s genetic literacy. Testing companies benefit from consumers’
illusion that ancestry tests and their results are intuitive and easy to understand. Marketing research
shows that subjective knowledge—the perception that one understands a product or category—drives
purchasing more than objective knowledge (Aertsens et al. 2011). To sustain consumers’ interest
in purchasing ancestry tests, testing companies are likely to continue to affirm the fluency with
which consumers view genetic ancestry tests, and to minimize objective information about how
the tests work and what their results mean. Aggressive advertising campaigns, moreover, likely
lead test-takers to overestimate how much genetic ancestry tests can define and confirm identity
(Nordgren and Juengst 2009; Roth and Ivemark 2018; Scodari 2017). AncestryDNA and 23andMe ads
have positioned the test as a way to uncover personal identities with slogans like “Learn You” and
“Reinventing Ancestry,” and with imagery of people changing their traditions and clothing in response
to their test results (Scodari 2017). 23andMe also has claimed that DNA can help individuals increase
their self-knowledge (Nordgren and Juengst 2009). By matching patterns of genetic variation between
current and prior test-takers, however, genetic ancestry tests only reveal clues about where a person’s
DNA might have come from (Royal et al. 2010). Our results reinforce arguments that individuals
continue to misunderstand genetics as a determining factor of who they are and what they are like
(Royal et al. 2010; Rutherford 2018). Consumers’ overestimations and misunderstandings benefit the
testing companies, driving the public’s interest in and sales of genetic ancestry results at the expense of
test-takers’ genetic literacy.
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Appendix A. Interview Question Protocol

Follow-up questions to ask after the participant’s initial interpretations:

1. How difficult or easy was it to interpret these results?
2. Have you taken a test like this before?

a. What did you learn from your results?
b. What do your test results mean to you?

3. What does the right section of the results tell us? What does the left section tell us?
4. Depending on the answer, ask a follow-up to get closer to what the numbers really mean. Ex.

What does it mean to be 4% Welsh?
5. Thinking specifically about the list of countries (or regions), how difficult or easy was it to

interpret these results?
6. What do these results say about this person’s ancestry? (Probe as necessary)

a. What continents are most of this person’s ancestors from?
b. What continents are the ancestors not from?

7. Were you surprised by these results? Why or why not?
8. So, if this person came to you and said, “You know what, I’m ________.” And then they gave you

these results, would you think that’s an accurate representation of their identity? (fill in the blank
with points below)

a. Ask about the largest and the smallest percentages (excluding unassigned)
b. One country between 4%–5% (excluding unassigned)
c. For the stimuli with only 4 countries just ask about the largest and smallest percentage

(excluding unassigned)

9. At what point or what percentage would you consider this person to be_________? (the lowest %
on the stimulus)

10. What does the unassigned ancestry label mean?
11. Do you trust these results? Why or why not?

Thank you, now I will show you the instructions on how to interpret these results. When you are
done reading, I’ll ask you to interpret the results again.

12. What do these instructions mean?
13. Would you consider purchasing an ancestry DNA test? Why or why not?
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